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here are some of the ideas that were presented to austin city officials during the planning stages of this years festival. if
some of these had been put in place, they may have prevented, at the very least, the chaotic scene that occurred at

astroworld on sunday night, which led to the deaths of 8 people. they may also have prevented the deaths of others who
were trampled. a single food vendor for the festival, the houstons 101 eatery, set up inside a nearby parking lot on the

other side of the expanse of astroworlds parking lot. attendees reported being turned away from the 101 if they
attempted to go there. a later times interview with the manager was not published. bands of this era often came to
houston to play one of their classic tours, as did pearl jam, and the city's one stop shopping came in handy for fans

looking for a show. astroworld's 50 shows included at least one act from each of the top 10 best-selling acts of the 1980s,
although they did not include bruce springsteen or nirvana. pearl jam played only one of their three concerts at

astroworld in 1999. the crowd was very large on this day, and at least one fan died after being trampled by the crowd. the
number of fatalities was much larger than the number of injuries, and this was the largest death toll at an astroworld
concert. scottish indie rock band the jesus and mary chain played a one off gig in houston on october 24, 1988. they

headlined the outdoor stage during their planet rock tour in 1989, and the venue has since been known as the astroworld.
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Astroworld rapidly became known as one of the most raucous concert experiences in Texas. The lines to
get into the first-day shows could start at midnight. In order to guarantee plenty of seats for the large
crowd, Astroworld organizers sold expensive premium tickets, which were usually good for a general

admission standing room only ticket. Astroworld 2000 was filmed and aired on the A&E network and was
also released on DVD, but since Live Nation took over the franchise from Astroworld organizers the rights

to the concert film were later bought back by Astroworld. Travis Scott is from the Houston, Texas area, and
is in fact named Jacques Webster. He's always been a fan of the now defunct amusement park, and has a
special weekend dedicated to it on his Texas tour and his Astroworld album. Astroworld also gave him a
brand new Ferrari for his birthday this past year. The large new case will absorb at least 387 separate

lawsuits that seek to represent nearly 2,800 alleged victims. Those lawsuits claim that festival promoter
Live Nation, Scott himself and other organizers were legally negligent in how they planned and conducted
Astroworld, and theyre seeking billions in total damages. As previously mentioned, this year's Astroworld

was hit with several lawsuits involving attendance and ticket sales after Sunday's crowd crush and
stampede. Starting in April 2016, a number of alleged victims, as well as their attorneys, filed lawsuits

against both Live Nation and Astroworld promoter organizer Ticketmaster. The company quickly filed to
have the lawsuits dismissed, saying that Ticketmaster were not connected to the day's tragedy and that
Live Nation were the real focus of the litigation. The lawsuits have since been consolidated into the much

larger case that has now been filed in Travis Scott's Houston hometown. 5ec8ef588b
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